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Abstract

Several new radio facilities have a field of view and sensitivity well suited for transient searches. This makes it more important than
ever to accurately determine transient rates in radio surveys. The work presented here seeks to do this task by using Monte-Carlo
simulations. In particular, the user inputs either a real or simulated observational setup, and the simulations code calculates transient
rate as a function of transient duration and peak flux. These simulations allow for simulating a wide variety of scenarios including
observations with varying sensitivities and durations, multiple overlapping telescope pointings, and a wide variety of light curve
shapes with the user having the ability to easily add more. While the current scientific focus is on the radio regime, with examples
given here from the MeerKAT telescope in South Africa, the simulations code can be easily adapted to other wavelength regimes.
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1. Introduction

We are entering an exciting era in time-domain astronomy.
New and upgraded facilities such as the Vera C. Rubin Observa-
tory [1] and Zwicky Transient Facility [2] in the optical, and the
MeerKAT [3] and Australian Square Kilometer Array Pathfiner
(ASKAP) [4] radio telescopes, have been finding, or are ex-
pected to find, transients and variables in images at rates that are
orders of magnitude higher than ever before. This is in addition
to exciting new transients found in time series data, such as the
wealth of Fast Radio Bursts (FRBs) found using the Canadian
Hydrogen Intensity Mapping Experiment (CHIME) [5].

Many transients are discovered in blind searches, found by
examining large portions of the sky for new sources or known
sources that display significant flux changes. There are also
transients found in a targeted way, such as those associated with
gravitational wave events [6, 7, 8], gamma ray bursts [9, 10],
tidal disruption events [11, 12], and outbursts from X-ray bina-
ries [13, 14]. Considering that transients can be found in both
blind and targeted searches brings up important questions: if we
are doing a targeted transient search, what is the chance that a
detection may be a different transient source that happens to be
in the same area of the sky, even within the same uncertainty re-
gion of the transient of interest? How many transients of a cer-
tain type or with a specific light curve shape would we expect to
find in a given survey? Finding the answers to these questions
is important for a variety of applications in time-domain astron-
omy and requires calculating transient rates with high accuracy.

The most straightforward approach to calculating a tran-
sient rate is to use the Poisson distribution to find a rate given
the number of detections in a survey, but there are shortcom-
ings in this simplified approach [15]. This transient rate does
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not account for a number of important factors such as the rela-
tive timescales of the transients and the observations, and some
of the confounding observational effects such as gaps within an
observation or a survey. In addition, it does not account for the
distribution of sensitivities present in the observations of a real
survey. These effects can be partly mitigated in an analytical
approach [15], but Monte-Carlo simulations provide a way to
more easily account for the issues presented by real observa-
tions and surveys in transient rate calculations [16].

Carbone et al. [16] examined two light curve shapes: the
tophat light curve, a light curve that instantaneously rises to its
peak flux and at some point in time instantaneously decays; and
the fast rise exponential decay (FRED) light curve, a light curve
that instantaneously rises to its peak flux and exponentially de-
cays thereafter. The differences between the resulting transient
rates from these two light curve shapes indicate how the wide
variety of real light curves can affect transient rate calculations.
This is in addition to the previously mentioned observational
effects that should be accounted for.

Observational radio surveys present a number of challenges
for computing transient rates. Although radio observations can
be calibrated using a sky model, many radio observations re-
quire the use of calibrator fields that need to be observed at
certain time intervals before, after, and during an observation
of a science target field. This means that the telescope does not
continuously point at a target for an entire observation. Often
when using a calibrator source, a radio observation would be
broken down into observing a very bright, well-known source
to calibrate the bandpass, followed by alternately observing a
bright source close to the target for gain calibration and the sci-
ence target. This means that the time on target is less than the
total observing time, and that there are gaps in the target obser-
vations. This also means that there is the possibility of search-
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ing calibrator fields for transients [17]. Furthermore, typical
radio observations can be broken down into shorter timescales
for imaging. In addition, in order to explore a wider field of
view, a survey may consist of multiple adjacent pointings on
the sky with some degree of overlap between pointings. These
pointings may have different limits on transient rates due to dif-
fering observing cadences, and the overlap regions will provide
different transient rates as well.

The goal of this work is to calculate transient rates while
accounting for the aforementioned features and complexities
of radio surveys. Corrections for observational effects such as
gaps in observations, systematic errors in flux measurements,
different kinds of transient light curves, multiple overlapping
pointings, and a distribution of observational sensitivities are
accounted for. Mitigating all the aforementioned effects makes
the transient rate calculations more accurate. In addition, the
publicly available simulations code is relatively simple in its
use, has Python 3 support, and is designed for modularity so
that the user can easily add new items such as other light curve
shapes than those already provided.

In section 2, we will go into detail on how the code is writ-
ten and its features implemented. We will in section 3 present
and discuss results from several example radio surveys illustrat-
ing the various features. In section 4 we will look at the compu-
tational performance of the simulations code. In section 5 we
will discuss the ways in which this code can be expanded in the
future, and we draw conclusions in section 6.

2. Design

2.1. Language and Libraries

The code was written in Python1 and designed for its most
up-to-date versions (> 3.6). It uses several libraries: Astropy
[18] to provide accurate angular source separation calculations
and any necessary coordinate system changes; Scipy [19] for a
few special mathematical functions; Bitarray2 for storing large
amounts of information efficiently; tqdm3 for easy-to-use progress
bars; and Numpy4 for the vast majority of the numerical com-
putations. In addition, the script to assist with creating input
files uses Common Astronomy Software Applications (CASA)
[20] to read and extract metadata from radio measurement sets.

By using an interpreted language that allows for the use of
classes, the code is easy to modify or extend for different use
cases, or to increase accuracy. Adding new light curves can be
done by creating a Python file with the name of the light curve
and a class with the essential information. Using Numpy par-
tially makes up for Python’s lack of speed compared to a com-
piled language such as C. The information on whether a simu-
lated source is detected is stored and written using bit arrays, in
order to reduce memory usage so that these computations can
be performed on a regular desktop or laptop.

1http://www.python.org
2https://github.com/ilanschnell/bitarray
3https://tqdm.github.io
4https://numpy.org/

2.2. Input

In order to accurately simulate transient rates, it is necessary
to provide detailed information on the survey that will be sim-
ulated. This information includes observation times, pointings,
field of view, sensitivity, and any gaps in the observations. This
information is either supplied by the user as a comma-separated
values (CSV) file or it can be generated using a separate script
that extracts information from the metadata in the measurement
sets of the survey observations.

In addition, the simulations code base contains a configu-
ration file with settings that can be adjusted depending on the
use case. These settings include items such as number of tran-
sients to simulate, number of transient detections in the survey,
flux and duration ranges to simulate, detection threshold, light
curve type, confidence level, output filename, and options for
simulating a survey such as number of observations, sensitivity,
mean and standard deviation of simulated normally-distributed
error in sensitivity, interval between observations, and the dura-
tion of the observations. The light curve type can be any of the
included ones or a new light curve created by the user.

Figure 1: Examples of all light curve shapes included in the simulations in this
paper, plotted using arbitrary units of time and flux.
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2.3. Light Curves

In Figure 1 we show the light curves included in the simula-
tions, which are the tophat, fast rise exponential decay (FRED),
exponential rise fast decay (Wilma), exponential rise exponen-
tial decay (ERED), Gaussian, and parabola. The tophat light
curve is defined to have an instantaneous rise to the peak flux,
followed at some point in time by an instantaneous decay. This
light curve represents the classic case of a transient that turns
on and off, and the simplest form of transient light curves. The
FRED light curve instantaneously rises to the peak flux and ex-
ponentially decays. This light curve is commonly observed in a
variety of X-ray and gamma-ray transients. The Wilma is sim-
ply the time reversed FRED: it exponentially rises to the peak
flux and then instantaneously decays. Including the Wilma light
curve is a convenient way to introduce the simplest form of light
curve with no definite start or end. The ERED is such a light
curve that is formed by putting the previous two together: it
exponentially rises to a peak flux and then exponentially de-
cays. The Gaussian is a light curve that has the shape of a
Gaussian function with the mean being located at the peak flux
and the duration given by the standard deviation. Similar light
curves can be seen arising from, for example, binary systems
and magnetar bursts. The parabolic light curve is a concave
down parabola that reaches the peak flux at the vertex and the
duration being the range of time in which the flux is positive; its
inclusion provides an example of a light curve with a definite
duration but with a profile that rises and falls below the peak
flux in a symmetric way (i.e., one step more complex than the
tophat). More details about these light curves, including their
mathematical definitions, can be found in Appendix A.

For a given radio survey, the simulated light curve has im-
plications on the part of parameter space that the survey probes.
One of the clearest ways to examine these implications is by
looking at probability contour plots. Figures 2-5 show the prob-
ability contours for example light curves included in the simu-
lations code. The horizontal axis shows the characteristic du-
ration of the transient, which is defined slightly differently for
each light curve shape: the tophat and parabolic light curves’
characteristic duration is the duration that the transient’s flux
is non-zero; the characteristic duration for the Gaussian is the
standard deviation; and the duration of the FRED, Wilma, and
ERED light curves is the e-folding time. The vertical axis shows
the characteristic flux, which is the peak flux for all light curves
that are currently implemented (but could vary for more exotic
light curve shapes). The color legend shows the probability of
detecting a source as a transient at a given duration and flux.
Note that a source that is detected in every observation would
not be a transient. A probability of 1 means that the survey
detects every transient source at the particular flux and dura-
tion. Note how the region where the transient is always detected
changes for the different light curve shapes. The reason for
some of these differences is discussed in detail in section 3.2.

2.4. Main Detection Algorithm

In the transient simulations, a large number of sources need
to be generated based on the user’s settings. Parameters such as

Figure 2: Probability contours for the tophat light curve. The leftmost vertical
line marks the shortest observation in the survey, the middle line corresponds
to length of the longest gap between observations, and the rightmost line corre-
sponds to approximately the length of the survey itself. The horizontal line is
a line marking the flux value that is greater than 99% of the flux values of the
false transient sources.

Figure 3: Probability contours for the parabolic light curve. The meaning of
the horizontal and vertical lines is the same as in Figure 2.

the source flux, duration, and the start, end or critical time (de-
pending on the light curve type) are generated in a uniformly
random fashion in log10 space via the random number genera-
tor in Numpy.

The main detection algorithm tests whether or not the sim-
ulated sources will be detected in the observations. For this
step, the code iterates over each observation, calculating the in-
tegrated flux for all the simulated sources, and testing if these
integrated fluxes are greater than the sensitivity of the observa-
tion multiplied by a user-specified detection threshold. After
this detection step, the sources that are detected in every ob-
servation are removed from the detection list, since they are
constant sources and not transients.

The number of detected transient sources together with the
number of simulated sources are used to generate probabilities
of detection for each flux and duration bin. Assuming that tran-
sients are distributed as a Poisson distribution, the probabilities
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Figure 4: Probability contours for the Gaussian light curve. The leftmost ver-
tical line marks the shortest observation in the survey, the curve in the middle
marks a boundary in the duration of sources to the left of which these sources
can fall in the longest gap between observations and go undetected in any ob-
servations, and the rightmost curve is a boundary to the right of which sources
can be detected as a constant source by being detected in every observation.
The meaning of the horizontal line is the same as in Figure 2.

Figure 5: Probability contours for the FRED light curve. The meaning of the
horizontal and vertical lines is the same as in Figure 4.

are used to calculate limits on transient surface densities and
rates. In the case of no transient detections in a survey, the Pois-
son probability mass function can be inverted to give an upper
limit. In case of transient detections in the survey, the code uses
the χ2 distribution [21] to calculate the upper and lower lim-
its on the transients rates, by inputting the user-provided confi-
dence level and the number of transient detections in the survey.

2.5. Gaps

An important ingredient in calculating transient rates accu-
rately is taking into account gaps of varying sizes during ob-
servations and surveys. These gaps may exist for a variety of
reasons. In the case of radio observations, a long observation on
a particular source has to be broken up into scans that are briefly
interrupted by observations of a calibrator source. For measur-
ing the flux of a particular source of interest, these gaps are

usually unimportant, but for the purposes of calculating tran-
sient rates, especially transient rates in a regime where the tran-
sients may be shorter than the size of the gaps, it is important to
account for these gaps.

Gaps are accounted for in the simulations code base by
specifying a gaps file. This file contains all the sub-observations,
also known as scans, that make up the full length observation.
By running the simulations over the scans, and averaging to-
gether the measured flux in each scan, we are able to account
for realistic gaps in observations. By addressing the issue of
gaps in observations, this allows the transient rate calculations
to account for multiple different timescales and different sensi-
tivities present in the same survey in an accurate way that would
not be possible, or at least very challenging, to do in an analytic
fashion [15].

2.6. False Detections
False transient detections is an issue that affects real tran-

sient searches and should therefore be included in transient sim-
ulations. When an astronomical source is close to the detection
threshold, any small amount of measurement error, either sta-
tistical or systematic, can change it from a detection to a non-
detection or vise-versa. Since this can be true for every obser-
vation in the survey, there can exist a fairly wide distribution
of false transient detections, governed by the sensitivities of the
observations. These sources will be flagged as transients, which
is an issue because they are not real transients but merely faint
sources of constant flux. Therefore, it is necessary to find a way
to eliminate these sources from consideration as transients.

In order to solve this problem, a second run through the
detection algorithm is performed using sources with tophat light
curves along with duration and start times that ensure that they
ought to be constant sources. After the false detections of these
constant sources are calculated, the number of sources detected
are counted from the minimum flux simulated until 99% of the
falsely detected sources are accounted for. At the flux level
where 99% is reached, we define this to be the false detection
limit. This is shown in all of the probability contour plots, such
as in figures 2-5, and transient rate plots as a horizontal line.

2.7. Multiple Pointings
Real surveys can involve multiple pointings that overlap,

resulting in an uneven probing of the sky. This creates oppor-
tunities and challenges for determining transient rates in these
regions of the sky, due to the differences in timescales and ob-
served area. In order to account for this, the simulations ac-
curately calculate the area of each region on the sky, and then
determine the transient rates for each region on the sky. This
is currently implemented for a maximum of three overlapping
pointings with possibly varying observing timescales and ca-
dences, but an expansion of this is easily doable.

Figure 6 shows a simulated example of three overlapping
pointings. Each red circle represents a pointing of the telescope.
It can be seen that there are also three double overlap regions
and one triple overlap region. For each of these regions, the
transient rates will be different due to the differences in observ-
ing cadence and time.
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3. Results and Discussion

3.1. A Realistic Survey

For the purpose of demonstrating the capabilities of the tran-
sient simulations code, a survey setup similar to that in Driessen
et al. [22] is used: 46 weekly observations of 13 minutes in
duration, with the rms noise of the observations being varied
as a Gaussian with mean 35 µJy and standard deviation 5 µJy
and a detection threshold of 5σ. Given that transients were de-
tected in Driessen et al. [22] , we also demonstrate the ability of
the simulations code to calculate transient rates based on detec-
tions. Assuming Poisson statistics, one can calculate the upper
and lower limits on the transient rate, as explained in the previ-
ous section. In the configuration for this simulations run, two
transient detections are used as input to calculate the rates along
with a 95% confidence interval. The light curve type used for
this example is the Gaussian.

Figure 7 shows the results of these simulations. The left-
side plot shows the lower limits on the transient rate, the middle
plot shows the upper limits on the transient rate, and the plot on
the right shows the example of transient rate limits at 0.424 Jy
as a function of transient duration. The horizontal red lines indi-
cate the 99% false detection rate. These plots show the transient
rate limits: we can see that at 0.424 Jy and around a transient
duration of 10 days, the transient rate is between 7 × 10−4 and
5 × 10−3 transients per day per square degree.

3.2. Light Curves

Figures 2-5 shows the probability contours for the tophat,
parabolic, Gaussian, and FRED light curves. These probabil-
ities are the ratios of the detections to total simulated sources
for each duration and flux bin. Each plot has a region of param-
eter space where all of the transients are detected. As shown
by Carbone et al. [16], in the tophat case this is bounded on
the left by the duration of the longest gap between consecu-
tive observations. The boundary on the right corresponds to the
longest possible duration transient that will still be considered

Figure 6: An example of three overlapping pointings with red circles represent-
ing three different telescope pointings that overlap

a transient and not a constant source. In other words, this dura-
tion is slightly less than the length of the entire survey, since a
transient of this length would be detected in every observation
except for one. For the FRED, Gaussian, Wilma, and ERED
light curves, we observe that the boundaries around this same
region are curves. In Appendix A, we go into detail on finding
the equations for these curves.

Examining the probability contours for the parabolic light
curve in figure 3 shows a plot that looks closer to the tophat
than the other light curves due to the vertical boundaries on the
region where the probability is equal to 1. While this may seem
counter-intuitive, a similarity between the parabolic and tophat
light curve is that they both have a fixed start and stop time at
which the flux drops to zero. All the other example light curves
approach but never reach zero. For this reason, we use a value
to characterize the duration such as the e-folding time for the
FRED, or the standard deviation in the case of the Gaussian
light curve. Using these values to characterize the duration is
what causes the difference in these probability contours. As
an example, for the FRED light curve, if the transient has a
low flux compared to the sensitivity of the observations, then
the duration of the transient that would be detected might be
something closer to its e-folding time. In contrast, a very bright
transient would be detected well past its e-folding time. This is
the reason why these light curves seem to curve away to the left
as flux increases in these probability contour plots: the actual
duration that is detected in the survey becomes longer. If we
were able to define the duration of the transient by the duration
that is actually detectable in the survey, then we could make
all of the probability contour plots have the kinds of vertical
boundaries that we see in the tophat and parabolic light curves.
However, defining the durations this way, would make the sim-
ulations much more computationally and mathematically com-
plex to the extent that it makes this prohibitive.

3.3. False Detections

Figure 8 shows an example of a survey with a large num-
ber of false detections of transients. This can happen when
including images that are grouped around very different sen-
sitivity scales. In the example shown here, the survey included
observations on three very different time scales and sensitivi-
ties: 4 hour observations with an rms noise of around 9 µJy;
15 minute observations with an rms noise of around 30 µJy;
and 8 second observations with a noise around 350 µJy. In-
cluding all of these images in one run of the simulations creates
many false detections. In this example, it is better to run sim-
ulations of these three different time and sensitivity scales sep-
arately. In figures 9-11, the probability contours for the three
different timescales are shown separately. From these plots, we
can clearly see that the false detection limit is much lower on
two of the three timescales and a little higher on the shortest
timescale.

3.4. Gaps

In order to demonstrate the capability of including obser-
vations with gaps, an observation file was created with weekly
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Figure 7: Lower limits (left) and upper limits (middle) on transient rate for a realistic survey setup. The red line indicates the false detection limit. The plot on the
right shows the limits on the transient rate at 0.424 Jy, which is marked on the two plots to the left with a dashed line at the very top of the plots.

4 hour observations (instead of 13 minutes), containing gaps
within the weekly observation, and a total survey duration of
46 weeks (as in the previous example). The gaps were typical
for a target-gain calibration loop in radio observations: 5 min-
utes on a calibrator field followed by 15 minutes on a science
target field. The noise in the 15-minute scans was simulated like
before, with a mean of 35 µJy and a standard deviation of 5 µJy
in the target observations. For the full four hour observations,
the noise was scaled as 1/

√
time and simulated as a Gaussian

with a mean of 8 µJy and a standard deviation of 1 µJy. Due
to the nature of having a bright calibrator source in a field, the
noise for the calibrator observations was higher than would be
suggested by scaling by 1/

√
time. The noise of the 5 minute

scans of the calibrator observation was simulated to be 100 µJy
with a standard deviation of 15 µJy. The noise of the combined
image of the calibrator scans was simulated to be 25 µJy with
a standard deviation of 4 µJy. For this example we assume that
there are no detected transients in this simulated survey.

Figure 8: Probability contours for a tophat light curve in a survey with very
different observation sensitivities (see main text for details).

Using these simulations, we can show how accounting for
gaps results in more accurate transient rate calculations. This is
particularly important on timescales close to the length of the
gap itself. In order to test the gaps algorithm, three observa-
tional scenarios were used: the calibrator field with 15 minute

Figure 9: Probability contours for a tophat light curve in a survey with only 4
hour observations at an rms noise of around 9 µJy.

gaps, the target field with 5 minute gaps, and a full four hour
observation with no gaps. These scenarios provide a compari-
son between different extremes of gaps in observations. These
simulations were done with both tophat and FRED light curves.
Figures 12-17 show the results of these scenarios. Figures 12
and 13 show upper limits on transient rates in the color legend,
with transient duration on the horizontal axis and characteristic
flux on the vertical axis. Figure 12 is for a tophat light curve
and figure 13 is for a FRED light curve. The three plots in each
figure show the difference in transient rates when not account-
ing for gaps in a weekly survey with 4 hour observations (top),
when accounting for 5 minute gaps in a 4 hour science target
observation (middle), and when accounting for 15 minute gaps
in calibrator observations (bottom).

In figures 12 and 13 we can see a diagonal trend at the short-
est durations below which there are no colored contours. This
boundary marks the transients that are shortest in duration and
lowest in flux to possibly be detected. It is a diagonal because
it is the fluence that determines if a transient is detected [16];
and in the FRED case, for short durations the integrated flux
becomes identical to the tophat case. The blank space in the
bottom left of the plots represents the region of transient pa-
rameter space that cannot be probed by the simulated survey.
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Figure 10: Probability contours for a tophat light curve in a survey with only
15 minute observations at an rms noise of around 30 µJy.

Figure 11: Probability contours for a tophat light curve in a survey with only 8
second observations at an rms noise of around 350 µJy.

The red vertical lines on these plots mark 5 minutes, the length
of the gaps in the target observations.

Differences in the transient rate are small and difficult to dis-
tinguish between the target gap and no gap plots in figures 12
and 13. The calibrator gap shows a bit of a departure from the
others: examining closely reveals a slightly different trend to
the left of the red line for both light curves. This departure
from the case of having no gaps or the case of a smaller gap
only shows in the part of parameter space that has the small-
est duration transients. When transients are longer in duration,
they are not likely to fall in the gaps and are more likely to be
detected in an observation.

Figures 14 through 17 show the differences between the
different gaps in a different way. Figures 14 and 15 show the
transient rates from figures 12 and 13 on the vertical axis at a
constant flux of 0.464 Jy. Figures 16 and 17 show the percent
difference in transient rate between the gaps and no gaps cases.
The top panel of figures 16 and 17 shows the difference between
the target gap and no gap cases, and the bottom plot shows the
difference between the calibrator gap and no gap cases. As we

can see there is an appreciable difference when accounting for
5 minute gaps in a target observation, and a significant differ-
ence of nearly 300% when accounting for 15 minute gaps in the
calibrator observation.

Figure 12: Upper limits on transient rate for transients with a tophat light curve
in a survey with 4 hour observations with no gaps (top), 5-minute gaps in
between 15-minute observations (middle), and 15-minute gaps in between 5-
minute observations (bottom); see main text for sensitivities of observations.
The dashed black line marks where two different simulations were combined
into a single plot. The vertical red line indicates 5 minutes, and the horizontal
red line indicates the false detection limit.

3.5. Multiple Pointings

Calculating transient rates for multiple overlapping point-
ings gives a more complete picture of how a survey can probe
transient parameter space. An example of such a survey is used
here and illustrated in figure 6: three circular fields of view
each with a radius of 1.4 degrees. The details are summarized
in tables 1 and 2 below. This setup has seven different regions:
three that are probed only by one of the pointings, three that
are probed by two pointings, and one that is probed by all three
pointings. The three different fields may be observed at various
cadences that affect the transient rates in the different areas. If
one calculates the probability contours for a tophat transient, as
is shown in figure 18, one can compare the single pointing (left)
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Figure 13: Upper limits on transient rate for transients with a FRED light curve
in a survey with 4 hour observations with no gaps (top), 5-minute gaps in
between 15-minute observations (middle), and 15-minute gaps in between 5-
minute observations (bottom); see main text for sensitivities of observations.
The dashed black line marks where two different simulations were combined
into a single plot. The vertical red line indicates 5 minutes, and the horizontal
red line indicates the false detection limit.

with a double overlapping pointing (middle) and a triple over-
lapping pointing (right). Note how regions with more overlap
have a larger region in the transient duration space where the
probability of detecting the transient is equal to 1.

For a comparison of different survey cadences, one exam-
ple survey shown in table 1 alternates between each of the three
pointings each week, and another one shown in table 2 is set up
to observe each pointing exclusively before moving to the next
one. Figure 19 shows that the probability contours for the triple
overlapping region, labelled 0&1&2, are the same for both sce-
narios, as expected. We do, however, see slight differences in
the regions with no overlapping pointings in the part of param-
eter space where transients are best detected. This difference
is due to the variations in the maximum gap and survey length
in the two survey setups. One particular region with two over-
lapping pointings, labelled 0&1, shows the most striking differ-
ences between the survey setups. Survey setup 1 produces two
of the double overlap regions with good limits on transient rate

Figure 14: Upper limits on transient rates for transients with a tophat light
curve in a survey with 4 hour observations with no gaps (top), 5-minute gaps
in between 15-minute observations (middle), and 15-minute gaps in between
5-minute observations (bottom), for transients with a peak flux of 0.464 Jy.

Figure 15: Upper limits on transient rates for transients with a FRED light
curve in a survey with 4 hour observations with no gaps (top), 5-minute gaps
in between 15-minute observations (middle), and 15-minute gaps in between
5-minute observations (bottom), for transients with a peak flux of 0.464 Jy.

and one double overlap region with poor limits on the transient
rate. In this case, the region that is observed in both the first ob-
served field and the last observed field will have an extremely
large gap. Survey setup 2 produces much more consistent de-
tection regions which may suggest that it is the better choice if
more uniform transient rate limits are the goal.

4. Performance

Figure 20 shows how the simulations scale in execution
time as a function of the number of sources simulated, for the
example of 46 observations of 13 minutes. Figure 21 shows
scaling in execution time as a function of the number of obser-
vations when the number of sources is held constant at 4.3×105.
All of the simulations for this example were performed on a
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RA (J2000) DEC ID Area (deg2) Duration (days) Start (MJD) End
274.7345 7.7974 0 6.1572 294.01 58997.54 58703.53
275.0913 7.1851 1 6.1572 294.01 59011.54 58717.53
275.4482 7.7974 2 6.1572 294.01 59004.54 58710.53
274.9130 7.4913 0&1 4.1987 308.01 59011.54 58703.53
275.0913 7.7975 0&2 4.1987 301.01 59004.54 58703.53
275.2696 7.4913 1&2 4.1987 301.01 59011.54 58710.53
275.0913 7.5926 0&1&2 3.4360 308.01 59011.54 58703.53

Table 1: Simulated survey alternating between pointings weekly

RA (J2000) DEC ID Area (deg2) Duration (days) Start (MJD) End
274.7345 7.7974 0 6.1572 98.16 58801.70 58703.53
275.0913 7.1851 1 6.1572 98.16 59011.70 58913.53
275.4482 7.7974 2 6.1572 98.16 58906.70 58808.53
274.9130 7.4913 0&1 4.1987 308.16 59011.70 58703.53
275.0913 7.7975 0&2 4.1987 203.16 58906.70 58703.53
275.2696 7.4913 1&2 4.1987 203.16 59011.70 58808.53
275.0913 7.5926 0&1&2 3.4360 308.16 59011.70 58703.53

Table 2: Simulated survey moving between pointings sequentially

Figure 16: Percent difference in upper limits on transient rates for transients
with a tophat light curve for transients with a peak flux of 0.464 Jy, from no
gaps in a survey with 4 hour observations to 5-minute gaps (top) and 15-minute
gaps (bottom).

2020 Apple Macbook Pro 13 inch model with the M1 chip. In
addition to showing the total execution time, key portions of
the code are shown as well. The conditionals and flux filter-
ing steps take place when the algorithm is determining if the
sources are detected in observations. These steps are so-named
because they filter sources based on the calculated integrated
flux, and do a large number of boolean and bit operations to
calculate and store each transient’s state as either detected or
not-detected. The stats step is the step that aggregates the de-
tections into probabilities. Finally, the plotting step is where
all of the detection statistics, observation information, and false
detection information is plotted. Since the data is broken down
into a grid in order to plot, the plotting step has no scaling with
the number of sources, so it takes a constant amount of time.

Figure 17: Percent difference in upper limits on transient rates for transients
with a FRED light curve for transients with a peak flux of 0.464 Jy, from no
gaps in a survey with 4 hour observations to 5-minute gaps (top) and 15-minute
gaps (bottom).

Not shown here are the impacts of a few features and algo-
rithms. The false detection algorithm re-runs the conditionals,
flux filtering, and stats steps. In the case of a tophat light curve,
this means the false detection algorithm would slightly less than
double the amount of time (the plotting step is not doubled). In
the case of other light curves, it could have a different impact,
usually lower, since the false detection algorithm always uses
tophat light curves to simulate constant sources. Another factor
not shown here is the impact of having multiple pointings. For
example, in a survey setup with two overlapping pointings there
will be three regions. Therefore, the run time will be about three
times longer than for a single region, assuming equal numbers
of observations in each region.
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Figure 18: A probability contour plot for a tophat light curve in a region with no overlap (left), double overlap (center), and triple overlap (right), as seen in figure 6.

Figure 19: Probability contours for all of the regions in survey setup 1 (top) and survey setup 2 (bottom). Each pointing is labeled 0, 1 or 2 and the overlap between
two pointings are indicated with an ‘&’, for example 0&1.

Figure 20: Execution time as a function of the number of simulated sources.

5. Future Applications

Carbone et al. [16] shows the existence of a region of 100%
detection probability for the FRED and tophat light curves. The
work presented here shows that this region of 100% detection
can be found in a wide variety of light curves. Optimizing the
survey parameters to maximize this region of 100% detection
has many potential applications for future surveys. In addition,

Figure 21: Execution time as a function of the number of observations.

transient searches can use the false detection calculations to de-
cide the best manner to plan a transient search in a given survey.
The wide variety of data outputs can assist with a number of sci-
entific goals that one might have for a survey, and the flexibility
of the code can be easily adapted to those purposes.

One application of the code is using the transient simula-
tions to optimize resource allocation. Such optimizations can
be done both in terms of survey design and also the data reduc-

10



tion after the observation itself. Simulating a variety of survey
setups, such as in section 3.4, is one way to ensure that the
survey will accomplish it goals most effectively. In addition,
simulations can also be done for varying aspects related to the
data reduction, such as the timescale that images are made on.
By simulating a combining or splitting up of the observations in
a survey into multiple different timescales, one can find an op-
timal way to search for transients on these multiple time scales
with a minimum of re-imaging. These optimizations are be-
coming increasingly more important with radio facilities such
as MeerKAT [3] and the LOw-Frequency Array (LOFAR) [23]
which can easily use terabytes of disk space and considerable
other computer resources as well. The Square Kilometer Ar-
ray [24] and next-generation Very Large Array [25], and other
upcoming facilities, will surely require even more resources.

The previously mentioned tools for planning surveys have
potential to be expanded to be even more helpful in the future.
A potential future update to these simulations could include a
tool to help calculate optimal pointings for smoothly probing a
large area of the sky in both space and time.

The simulations code presented in this paper accounts for a
large number of realistic effects that complicate transient searches
and calculate transient rates from surveys. For research into
particular kinds of sources, future upgrades can be made for
particular light curves and population numbers that reflect cer-
tain sources of interest.

Finally, even though this simulations code has been designed
for surveys in the radio regime, and the examples in this paper
are based on this particular use case, it can easily be adapted
and applied to other spectral regimes.

6. Conclusions

Simulating transients, following the methodology and code
case presented here, allows for calculating transient rates that
are highly accurate due to the implementation of a variety of ob-
servational effects. The simulations presented here account for
a variety of observing sensitivities, pointings, survey cadences,
and gaps within observations and surveys. Furthermore, it has
been made easy to obtain, since it will be freely available for
download through Github, and easy to use through the use of
a modular design, the inclusion of scripts to extract metadata
from observations, and updates for modern versions of Python.
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Appendix A. Included Light Curves

Here we present and briefly discuss the light curve shapes
that are currently included in the simulations code base.

Appendix A.1. Tophat
The tophat is the simplest transient light curve in concept:

F = Fpk for tstart ≤ t ≤ tend

It is simply at the peak flux for the entire duration of the tran-
sient. The probability contour plot shown in figure 2 has a re-
gion in parameter space in which all transients are always de-
tected, which can be referred to as a region of guaranteed de-
tection. This region has vertical boundaries that can be found
to have a quite straightforward interpretation [16]. The left-
most boundary is the longest gap in the observations or, in other
words, the longest duration of a tophat transient that could go
undetected. The right-most vertical bounding line corresponds
to the longest time scale that a transient could have while not be-
ing detected as a constant source. This quantity is the duration
of the entire survey minus either the first or last observation.

Appendix A.2. Fast Rise Exponential Decay
The fast rise exponential decay (FRED) light curve is de-

fined as instantaneously rising to the peak flux and exponen-
tially decaying with an characteristic duration τ, defined as its
e-folding time:

F = Fpk exp
[
−(t − tstart)

τ

]
for t ≥ tstart

This light curve produces a slightly different probability
contour, seen in figure 5, in which the bounding lines for the re-
gion of guaranteed detection can be interpreted as follows. The
left boundary corresponds to the boundary due to the longest
gap, like the tophat. However, unlike the tophat, the flux of the
FRED light curve approaches but never actually reaches zero as
time progresses. Therefore, brighter transients can be detected
for longer than the characteristic duration of the transient, mak-
ing this boundary a curve instead of a vertical line. The bound-
ary condition can be expressed as Fint = S gap, i.e. the integrated
flux of the transient needs to be equal to the sensitivity of the
observation the transient would be detected in, which would be
the observation after the gap. We can find the integrated flux:

Fint = Fpk τ
exp

[
−

max(Tstart ,tstart)
τ

]
− exp

[
Tend
τ

]
Tend − Tstart

Since we consider the case where the transient starts in the gap,
the start of the observation that detects the transient is equal
to the length of time from the start of the transient until the
end of the gap, which we label Tgap: Tstart = Tgap. Therefore,
Tend = Tstart + ∆Tgap, where ∆Tgap is the duration of the obser-
vation. Inserting the integrated flux into the previous equation
and solving for Fpk yields:

Fpk(τ) =
S gap ∆Tgap

τ
(
exp

[
−

Tgap

τ

]
− exp

[ (Tgap+∆Tgap)
τ

])
11



The right boundary is the boundary for the longest timescale.
We can follow the same procedure as the left boundary, finding
that S obs = S last, the sensitivity of the last observation in the
survey. We also find the following modifications:

Tstart = τsurvey − ∆Tlast

Tend = τsurvey

Fpk(τ) =
S last ∆Tlast

τ
(
exp

[
−

(τsurvey−∆Tlast)
τ

]
− exp

[
τsurvey

τ

])

Figure A.22: Probability contours for the Wilma light curve

Appendix A.3. Exponential Rise Fast Decay (Wilma)
In light of the FRED light curve, a natural extension would

be to examine the reverse FRED light curve. The light curve
ends at the peak flux and has no definite start:

F = Fpk exp
[
(t − tend)

τ

]
for t ≤ tend

The probability contour plot for this light curve is shown in
figure A.22. As one can see, it is identical to the FRED light
curve in figure 5. This makes sense when one realizes that if
the entire survey were time-reversed, the light curve would be
a FRED. For this reason, the lines bounding the region of guar-
anteed detection are the same as for the FRED light curve.

Appendix A.4. Exponential Rise Exponential Decay
The Exponential Rise Exponential Decay (ERED) light curve

(figure A.23) does not have a definite beginning nor end, only
a characteristic time at which the flux is the peak flux and τ,
which is its e-folding time:

F = Fpk exp
[
(t − tchar)

τ

]
for t < tchar

F = Fpk for t = tchar

F = Fpk exp
[
−(t − tchar)

τ

]
for t > tchar

Figure A.23: Probability contours for the ERED light curve

The transients from this light curve also behave similarly to the
previous two cases, since this light curve is a Wilma light curve
immediately followed by a FRED light curve. Therefore, if we
use the integrated flux to find the curve marking the boundary
corresponding to the shortest duration transient that will always
be detected, we find:

Fpk(τ) =
S gap ∆Tgap

τ
2

(
exp

[
−

Tgap

τ

]
− exp

[ 2∆Tgap+Tgap

τ

])
Similarly, for the flux limit on the longest timescale, we have:

Fpk(τ) =
S f irst/last ∆T f irst/last

τ
2

(
exp

[
−
τsurvey

τ

]
− exp

[
−

2∆T f irst/last+τsurvey

τ

])
In this equation, S f irst/last and ∆T f irst/last would correspond to
either the first or last observation in the survey depending on
which is more sensitive.

Appendix A.5. Parabola
Also included is a parabolic light curve defined as follows:

F = Fpk

(
1 −

4
τ2

(
t −

τ

2
− tcrit

)2
)

tcrit is the peak of the light curve, which occurs at half of the du-
ration of the light curve. Since the parabolic light curve starts
and ends at zero flux, rather than approaching zero like the ex-
ponential or Gaussian light curves, this light curve has a definite
duration like the tophat. The light curves with a definite dura-
tion all have boundaries in the probability contour plots that are
derived in the same way as those for the tophat light curves.
The boundaries in the case of the the exponential or Gaussian
light curves come about from there being a difference between
the characteristic duration and the duration that the transient is
actually detected in the observations.

Appendix A.6. Gaussian
The final light curve included is a Gaussian-shaped one:

F = Fpk exp

−(t − tcrit)2

2
(
τ
2

)2
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In order to find the boundaries for the region of parameter space
where the transients are always detected, we follow the same
process as we did for the FRED light curve, and find an equation
for the integrated flux (with erf being the Gauss error function):

Fint = Fpk τ

√
π

8
(erf

 √2(Tend − tcrit)
τ


−erf

 √2(Tstart − tcrit)
τ

)/(Tend − Tstart)

We can define the boundary on the transient flux needed to be
detected as Fint = S gap. Using the equation for integrated flux,
we find the boundary for the shortest possible duration transient
that will always be detected:

Fpk =
S obs ∆Tobs

τ
√

π
8

1

erf
[
−∆Tgap
√

2 τ

]
− erf

[
(−2∆Tobs−∆Tgap)

√
2 τ

]
We also find the boundary on the right, for the longest possi-

ble duration transient before it is considered a constant source:

Fpk =
S obs ∆Tobs

τ
√

π
8

1

erf
[
−(∆Tsurvey+2∆Tobs)

√
2 τ

]
− erf

[
−
√

2 ∆Tsurvey

τ

]
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